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Within the last decade, the open access movement has gained momentum (Joseph, 2013), and 
researchers, research funders, and publishers find themselves confronted with challenges of all 
different kinds and dimensions. One of the major challenges is definitely cost-related. How can 
the outdated traditional subscription-based publishing model be successfully transformed into a 
sustainable open access model, which pleases all involved stakeholders alike? Currently, the research 
community, including research administrators, funders, and libraries has to deal with a colorful 
mix of models ranging from closed subscription to hybrid access to open access in different forms 
(Kaier and Ginther, 2017). Despite the importance and value of Green Open Access and repositories, 
particularly Gold Open Access is currently tackled as the apparently most promising route to achieve 
the anticipated transformation finally (Pinfield et al., 2017).

Therefore, many initiatives around the globe rather focus on Gold Open Access, which eco-
nomics not exclusively but heavily rely on so-called article processing charges (APCs). The same 
principle applies to hybrid access (Björk, 2017), whenever an article is made open access in a 
traditional journal by the authors’ request. As a result of the current co-existence of subscription 
fees and APCs during this transformation period, the unloved phenomenon of “double dipping” 
(payment for both subscription and open access fees) put the publishers on the spot. Due to this 
unstoppable development with a growing number of government and funding agency mandates 
and ever decreasing library budgets, the publishers have started to acknowledge the signs of the 
times and the need to adapt (Laakso et  al., 2016). Major publishers such as Springer, Emerald, 
Sage, Taylor & Francis, IOP, and RSC have already agreed to either “offsetting” (APCs are bundled 
with subscription licenses) or “read and publish” (affiliated authors can access all licensed journals 
and also publish OA without extra cost) deals (Earney, 2017; Holzer, 2017). Universities, research 
societies, or even countries can now benefit from these new arrangements.

In the long run, the subscription model is doomed. To speed up this evolutionary process, it 
is inevitable to come up with the estimated costs for this transformation (Schimmer et al., 2015). 
National and international initiatives aim to shed some light on this crucial information.

Such an initiative, called “Austrian Transition to Open Access—AT2OA”,1 has just recently started  
in Austria. It is promoted by the Federal Ministry of Science, Research and Economy (BMWFW) and 
involves 21 Austrian universities under the lead of the University of Vienna. According to its project 
title, the aim is to foster the transformation from closed to open access of scholarly publications. 
One subproject will explicitly address potential impacts of this anticipated transformation. Within 

1 http://at2oa.at/ueber.html.
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the scope of this subproject, a bibliometric analysis was commis-
sioned to determine all Austrian Gold Open Access publications 
retrieved in Web of Science and Scopus for the last three pub-
lication years. The obtained results will inform cost estimation 
models for the nationwide transformation.

The retrieval of all Austrian publications in Gold Open Access 
journals relies on two indexed fields in the before mentioned 
bibliographic databases: first, the Open Access status of the pub-
lication; second, a corresponding author affiliated to an Austrian 
institution (because usually the APCs are paid by the correspond-
ing author’s affiliated institution2) (Machado et al., 2016).

In spite of the fact that AT2OA has hardly been launched 
and the mentioned bibliometric analysis is still ongoing, it has 
already become very clear that any Gold Open Access monitoring 
approach based on the “corresponding author” field is far from 
ideal.

Depending on the discipline, the corresponding author can 
be the major contributor, a senior researcher, or simply someone 
with a stable email address chosen to take this role. Ideally, it is 
one single person who handles the whole manuscript and cor-
respondence with the publisher during the publication process 
from submission to acceptance. The corresponding author would 
also remain the point of contact for any post-publication inquiries.

The rapidly changing world of open access publishing has 
further complicated the role of the corresponding author, who 
is now usually associated with the institution or funder that paid 
for the publication. This new practice has certainly reshaped the 
area of responsibility of the corresponding author. In addition 
to the previously mentioned traditional functions, he or she is 
now also in charge of assuring the publication costs. Due to these 
extended responsibilities, multiple corresponding authors for a 
single publication are more and more common, who mutually 
share different competencies. A development that is particularly 
true for interdisciplinary research.

Based on our observation we have identified following two 
major issues:

 1. Many identified corresponding authors have more than one 
affiliation. So which is the paying one?

2 Unfortunately, the “funding fields” in databases are hardly revelatory concerning 
open access publishing payment details. The “funding fields” are either empty or 
the information provided is rather general in concern of the overall funding, but 
without the necessary clarification regarding who actually covers the APCs.

 2. Some publications have more than one corresponding author. 
Again, who pays?

Consequently, these issues have a somewhat negative effect on 
the accuracy of the obtained monitoring results. Moreover, it is 
noteworthy that not all agreements with publishers explicitly put 
the corresponding author in charge for the open access payment. 
For some institutions (e.g., ETH Zurich3), either the first or the 
corresponding author can take this role.

Since monitoring exercises are very likely to expand 
internationally, it is probably wise to reconsider the current 
approach based on the “corresponding author” field, before 
more complex workflows and processes become established. 
Alternatively, a field such as “OA paying affiliation” could be 
introduced in databases such as Web of Science and Scopus, 
in current research information systems, in repositories and of 
course in all journal submission systems. By doing so, affiliated 
authors could be flagged with a $$ symbol or some equivalent. If 
the open access payment information was uncoupled from the 
“corresponding author” field, it would not only facilitate more 
accurate monitoring but would also prevent authors affiliated 
to the wealthiest institution, respectively, endowed with the 
most substantial funding being forced into the corresponding 
author role. Moreover, this would also allow unambiguous 
monitoring of multiple “OA paying affiliations” per publica-
tion. Even if this is not a current payment modality due to its 
complexity, it is not set in stone that publications will not have 
multiple funders in the future. Being aware of this possibility 
cannot be wrong.

To conclude, all open access monitoring exercises are still in 
their infancy. Therefore, methodological shortcomings should 
be addressed right in the start. The “corresponding author” field 
approach might be such a shortcoming.
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3 http://www.library.ethz.ch/ms/Open-Access-an-der-ETH-Zuerich/Publizieren-
in-Open-Access-Zeitschriften/Publizieren-in-Open-Access-Zeitschriften- 
Finanzierung.
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open access,” in Max Planck Digital Library Open Access Policy White Paper 
(MPG.PuRe). Available at: http://hdl.handle.net/11858/00-001M-0000-0026- 
C274-7
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